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Abstract—In many industrial application domains networked
embedded systems realize safety-critical applications. In such
systems, adapting the software distribution at runtime can be
used to optimize system configurations, to add new features or
to handle failure cases. The main objective of this paper is to
devise a flexible and efficient solution for runtime adaptation
in AUTOSAR, which requires minimal changes to the current
architecture. We elaborate the main challenges for extending
AUTOSAR and argue that small changes in the architecture and
design process are feasible and effective for this purpose. Our
work is validated by a proof of concept implementation.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In many industrial application domains (e.g. railway, automotive, avionic, etc.), networked embedded systems realize
safety-critical applications which have high demands on dependability. In such systems, adapting the software distribution
at runtime can be used to optimize system configurations, to
add new features or to handle failure cases [1].
There has been considerable work on self-adaptive systems,
which can modify their software configuration at runtime
[2], [3]. However, applying these techniques to networked,
embedded systems poses several new problems due to the
limitations and reliability requirements of embedded systems
[4]. In particular, we focus on automotive embedded systems
consisting of multiple Electronic Control Units (ECUs). These
are interconnected locally by different bus systems and systemwide via gateways. In automotive embedded systems, runtime
adaptation can be used, for instance, to increase the availability
and reliability of software-based applications without additional hardware costs (e.g. in the area of fully electronically
implemented functions such as steer-by-wire).
Modern runtime environments for automotive software,
such as the Automotive Open System Architecture (AUTOSAR)
[5] initiative, provide a standardized software architecture for
cars and hide the heterogeneity of the underlying hardware
from the application software. Current AUTOSAR systems
consist of a layered architecture. This is shown in Fig. 1.1
Each AUTOSAR based ECU implements the AUTOSAR Basic
Software which consists of a set of the so-called Basic Software
(BSW) Modules. These standardized software components provide an abstraction from the hardware as well as the AUTOSAR
Operating System (OS) and a services for memory use and
communication. The AUTOSAR Basic Software, especially
the hardware abstraction part, is individually implemented
for each ECU platform. Based on the basic software the
so-called AUTOSAR Runtime Environment (RTE) acts as a
static middleware for the AUTOSAR Software Components
(SW-Cs). The RTE is generated for a concrete deployment of
1 Note that Fig. 1 also shows new components of our proposal which are
discussed in Sec. III.

software components to ECUs during the design. Moreover,
the scheduling of the tasks by the AUTOSAR OS is defined
by Scheduling Tables which are also generated during the
development process.
With the AUTOSAR Mode Management [6], there exists
a basic concept to change between predefined configurations
of the RTE, the basic software components and the network
communication at runtime. Responsible for switching modes
is the so-called Mode Manager, which is either a SW-C or
a BSW Module. The so-called Mode Users are informed of
Mode Switches performed by a Mode Manager and may read
the currently active mode. The main limitation is that all
modes must be pre-configured in advance and changing the
deployment of a component is not considered. These two
restrictions significantly limit the adaptation to pre-planned
changes.
AUTOSAR is configured statically during design time,
including the mode concept. Within statically designed systems
most of the available resources are assigned permanently. Dynamic changes of this configuration (e.g. creating a new task)
during runtime are not supported. Hence, specific extensions to
the present AUTOSAR standard are needed to enable runtime
adaptation by changing the software component allocation
dynamically.
There have been different approaches for enhancing AUTOSAR with reconfiguration capabilities. In [7] runtime adaptation is realized by implementing a middleware service which
is implemented as AUTOSAR applications and results in a
significant resource overhead. [8], [9] are using the concepts
provided by AUTOSAR to enable runtime adaptation, but
all possible adaptation must be designed in advanced and
cannot be changed while the AUTOSAR system is running.
An approach for the reconfiguration of one single-threaded
AUTOSAR SW-C is presented in [10]. Thereby, an additional
reconfiguration layer is added between the basic software and
the application layer of the AUTOSAR architecture. This poses
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Fig. 1. AUTOSAR layered architecture with proposed extensions (shown in
bold)

II.

C HALLENGES OF RUNTIME A DAPTATION IN
AUTOSAR

In the following, we give an overview of the main challenges of runtime adaptation in AUTOSAR systems. These
will be addressed further in the next section.
The AUTOSAR development methodology is shown in
Fig. 2. For developing an AUTOSAR-based system, the software of each ECU is generated based on information about
the software component (SW Component Description and SW
Component Code) as well as information about the ECUs
within the in-vehicle network (ECU Resource Description) and
the System Constraint Description. Using this information, a
deployment model of each ECU is generated (ECU Configuration) which includes the mapping of the SW-Cs. Based on
the description of an ECU, the source code of the RTE and the
BSW Modules as well as the configuration of the AUTOSAR
OS are generated.
To realize runtime adaptation in AUTOSAR systems we require a reallocation of software components at runtime and the
computation of adaptations during runtime. In particular, the
following specific challenges must be addressed for runtime
adaptation:
Runtime Control: To apply adaptation in networked systems, a runtime control entity must supervise the system and
both decide and implement the reallocation of the software
components if necessary. Thus, a protocol is needed to coordinate the adaptation throughout the networked embedded
system.
Real-time Requirements: The real-time system requirements of the automotive embedded system must be guaranteed
during runtime. These constraints must be satisfied for the new
allocations [11] and during the adaptation process itself [12].
Self-describing Components: Information about nonfunctional properties of the software components and the
available hardware resources must be made available during
runtime, see e.g. [13]).
Scheduling: Real-time capable task scheduling with dynamic priorities must be provided in order to enable efficient
planning of new allocations during runtime [11].
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The main objective of this paper is to devise a flexible
and efficient solution for runtime adaptation in AUTOSAR,
which requires minimal changes to the current architecture.
In contrast to prior work, we argue that small changes in
the architecture as well as design process are feasible and
effective for this purpose. We present the challenges for enhancing AUTOSAR systems with runtime adaptation in Sec. II.
Afterwards we present our proposed new concept and discuss
the key design decisions in Sec. III. Our concept includes an
Adaptation Service and an Adaptation Manager as well as
changes in the AUTOSAR basic Software, shown in Fig. 1
and discussed in Sec. III.

Final
Deployment

a certain overhead during design and runtime. In [1] a concept
for enabling reallocation of software components in automotive
infotainment systems with runtime adaptation is presented.
Although this approach is strictly limited to the in-vehicle
infotainment, it serves as a basis for our approach to enhance
AUTOSAR systems by runtime adaptation.
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AUTOSAR development methodology

ECU-independent Addressing: Since the allocation of
software components is changed during runtime, software
components must be addressed independently from their physical location within the system’s communication network.
III.

A C ONCEPT FOR E NABLING RUNTIME A DAPTATION
IN AUTOSAR

In the following, we present our concept for adaptation in
AUTOSAR. The main new components are shown in Fig. 1.
We explain our architecture concept by addressing the above
challenges in the following subsections.
1) Runtime Control: In order to reallocate software components, we must be able to manage the start and stopping
of AUTOSAR software components (SW-C) dynamically. For
this purpose, we extend the system by a runtime control
based on the so-called MAPE cycle [14]. This control loop
consists of the four stages: Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute. Moreover, the existing concept of the AUTOSAR Mode
Management can be reused to implement runtime adaptation.
Fig. 1 illustrates our approach. Thereby, the runtime control
is implemented by two components: the Adaptation Service
and the Adaptation Manager. The Adaptation Service implements the monitoring and execution stage of the MAPE cycle
(see Fig. 3). It supervises the current status of the system’s
environment by monitoring the equipped sensors as well as
the status of the applications running on the ECU. Moreover,
it implements the actual activation and deactivation of specific
SW-Cs. This can be done by changing the scheduling table
which is used by the AUTOSAR OS. In order to deactivate a
software component, the corresponding entry is removed from
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Runtime control for reallocating AUTOSAR SW-Cs at runtime

the scheduling table. A software component is activated by
adding a corresponding entry to the scheduling table. The
Adaptation Service extends the Mode User concept of the
AUTOSAR Mode Management and can either be implemented
as a BSW module or as SW-C.
After the monitoring stage is completed, a ModeChangeRequest is sent to the Mode Manager. The Adaptation
Manager implements the analyze and planning phase of the
MAPE cycle (see Fig. 3). It encapsulates the computation
intensive parts of the MAPE cycle. For our concept it would be
sufficient to have one single Adaptation Manager within the
whole automotive embedded systems. But in order to reuse
the concepts provided by the AUTOSAR Mode Management
for implementing the runtime control, there must be one
Adaptation Manager implemented on each ECU. Thereby,
the Adaptation Manager extends the Mode Manager concept
and can either be realized as a BSW module or as SWC. It analyses the current system state based on the data
provided by the monitoring part of the Adaptation Service and
decides whether the allocation of software components must be
modified. Based on the decision taken in the analyze stage, the
Adaptation Manager determines a new allocation of software
components which satisfies the given system requirements. The
newly determined allocation is then executed by activating or
deactivating specific software components through the Adaptation Service. Therefore, a ModeSwitchNotification is sent to
the Adaptation Service.
Since each ECU must provide a local Adaptation Manager,
adaptation is managed locally and a coordination mechanism is
needed. For this purpose, a new Synchronization Component is
implemented on one single ECU within the in-vehicle network.
After planning a novel allocation of software components,
the Adaptation Manager requests the current allocation from
the Synchronization Component. If the allocation stored in
the Synchronization Component is not equal to the current
allocation known to the Adaptation Manager, the Adaptation
Manager executes the adaptation described by the Synchronization Component. If not, the Adaptation Manger communicates the newly planned allocation to the Synchronization
Component and starts executing this configuration. In case the
Synchronization Component receives a changed allocation of
software components, it sends this new configuration to all
Adaptation Managers within the in-vehicle network.
2) Guaranteeing Real-time Requirements: Since automotive embedded systems implement safety-critical applications,
the expected system behavior must be guaranteed at any time.
Especially the non-functional system requirements (like the

real-time behavior) must be met in any system configuration.
Thus, the mechanisms used to determine a new allocation in
the planning stage of the runtime control must be based on
a representation of the non-functional system requirements
(e.g. [11]). Moreover, the correct system behavior must be
guaranteed during the actual adaptation of the system. Hence,
the sequence of activating or deactivating specific software
components on the systems’ ECUs must also be determined
w.r.t. the components’ timing requirements before executing
the newly planned allocation [12].
3) Self-describing Components: In order to enable runtime adaptation, the control mechanisms must be aware of
the system properties. Hence, the attributes of the software
components and ECU platforms used to describe the system
during the AUTOSAR development process (see Fig. 2) must
be available for the different stages of the MAPE cycle
during runtime. Especially the non-functional requirements of
the software components which are needed to characterize
to correct, predefined system behavior must be available for
planning and executing changes of the software component
allocation without influencing the actual applications negatively (cf. Sec. III-2). The attributes needed during runtime
comprise of information from the AUTOSAR SW Component
Descriptions, the ECU Resource Descriptions as well as the
System Constraint Descriptions (e.g. timing requirements, such
as end-to-end deadlines). This information must be available
to the Adaptation Service and the Adaptation Manger which
are implemented on each ECU within the in-vehicle network.
Therefore, the data necessary to enable runtime adaption can
either be stored on each ECU or in a central component located
on one single ECU within the network. While storing the
complete information on each ECU leads to a certain memory
overheard, a centralized storage leads to additional network
traffic and may result in a performance bottleneck or a singlepoint-of-failure. Thus, a trade-off is needed: The information
which is needed frequently should be stored on each ECU,
while other data may be stored in a centralized way or on
an ECU within each sub-network of the automotive embedded
system.
4) Dynamic Task Scheduling: In AUTOSAR, a real-time
capable scheduling mechanism is needed to guarantee the
timing requirements of each task. Currently, it is using static
priorities, assigned to the tasks at design time. Changing the
static scheduling would lead to an overhead in planning new
allocations at runtime. This is due to the complex schedulability analysis needed to guarantee correct system behavior
in new configurations [11]. Moreover, the scheduling table
of the AUTOSAR OS must be modified in order to execute
the planned adaptation. Thus, a real-time capable scheduling
mechanism based on dynamic priorities needs to be used by the
AUTOSAR OS to coordinate task execution during runtime.
Thereby, the priority of each task is calculated dynamically
during runtime more efficiently. In AUTOSAR such a mechanism must be able to schedule a set of preemptive (a-)periodic
tasks with offsets. For this, the Earliest Deadline First (EDF)*
[15] algorithm can be applied to schedule tasks with real-time
requirements in an AUTOSAR system based on dynamically
calculated priorities. Although, calculating the task priorities
during runtime leads to an overhead, planning and execution
of a new allocation can be performed much more efficiently.

5) Locations-independent Addressing: Applying dynamic
reallocation of software components to different ECUs in
distributed systems means that SW-Cs change their physical
location at runtime. In order to enable the communication
between different software components, each software component must be addressed independently from their physical
allocation within the system’s communication network. Thus,
each software component is addressed network-wide by a
unique identifier. This identifier must be translated to the
physical address of the hardware platform, where the SW-C
is currently allocated. Thus, a so-called Directory Service can
be used to map the location-independent identifier to a physical
address. Such a Directory Service can be integrated into the
AUTOSAR communication stack as a BSW module.
The actual mapping can be implemented efficiently using
a look-up table. In order to transfer data correctly at any time,
this look-up table must be modified according the adaption
of the software component allocation. Therefore, all ECUs
must be informed in case of an adaption. This is already
done by the previously introduced Synchronization Component
(see Sec. III-1). In case the Adaptation Manager receives a
notification with a new allocation, the lookup-table within the
Directory Service is adapted accordingly. Since no additional
message is needed, this can be done very efficiently.
IV.

P ROOF OF C ONCEPT I MPLEMENTATION

In [16] the concepts described in Sec. III were implemented
using Arctic Core, an open-source implementation of the
AUTOSAR standard 3.1. A first evaluation was performed
using two prototyping ECUs based on the Freescale MPC5554
@135MHz which are interconnected using a CAN-bus. ECU
1 is hosting two applications: Lane Departure Warning System
and Parking Aid System. To elaborate the implemented concepts, one of these applications is reallocated on the other ECU
on which the Synchronization Component is implemented.
The results of this evaluation shows that the runtime control
described in Sec. III-1 can be implemented very efficiently
w.r.t. to the memory overhead for the additional software
components (4%-5% of the memory requirement by the overall
system compared to the same AUTOSAR system without our
extensions). Moreover, the evaluation shows that changing the
set of SW-Cs running on an ECU can be performed very fast
using the concepts described in this paper (about 23 µs to adapt
one single ECU from the detection of a changed situation until
the planed modification was executed). However, the overall
time needed for the actual runtime adaptations mostly depends
on the time-consuming data transfer in today’s automotive
networks. This is needed in order to synchronize all ECUs
within the automotive embedded system during the adaptation
process to guarantee a consistent system state at any time.
Thus, the overall time required for the runtime adaptation of
the automotive embedded system in our case study is measured
as approximately 7.5 ms.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We have identified the main challenges of enhancing AUTOSAR for runtime adaptation w.r.t. the placement of the
software components, which is important for optimization and
self-repair of networked embedded systems. Based on this, we
have presented a flexible solution for runtime adaptation in

AUTOSAR, which is also efficient and minimal changes to the
current architecture. We show the needed AUTOSAR extensions and argue that small changes in the architecture as well
as the design process are feasible and effective for this purpose.
Our work is validated by a proof of concept implementation,
which shows small overhead in our initial evaluation. Further
work will encompass a more detailed evaluation of the new
approach. Moreover, functional safety aspects of our approach
to enable runtime adaptation in automotive systems will be
investigated.
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